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Chapter 1 : Elliott Management Corporation | Letters
Billionaire Paul Singer's Elliott Management, which raised $5 billion in less than 24 hours earlier this month, says it has
been building up its cash reserve to deploy during future market turmoil.

And by the way: Dear Directors of Arconic Inc. On April 11, Paul Singer received the attached letter and a
soccer ball, both apparently sent to him by Klaus Kleinfeld. As for the letter, it appears to have been sent from
Dr. Assuming therefore that the letter is from Dr. Kleinfeld, we find it to be an irresponsible and inappropriate
communication. Kleinfeld to be making veiled suggestions that he might intimidate or extort Mr. Singer based
on Mr. This is highly inappropriate behavior by anyone and certainly by the CIO of a regulated, publicly
traded company, in the midst of a proxy contest, and it raises a number of obvious issues. Further, we assume
that: Kleinfeld was not authorized by the Board to make this communication, and 2 you will assess with your
counsel, as we will, the implications of this unusual communication to a dissenting shareholder in the context
of a proxy process. We are interested in shareholder value and putting Arconic on the right track, not games
and false innuendo even if couched in clever ambiguities. If the letter is not from Dr. Kleinfeld, as unlikely as
that seems, then I think he and the Board need to know that someone purporting to be him, using your building
and messenger service, is behaving in an irresponsible manner. I am certain that you would want to know
about that and stop it. Of course, we expect that you will let us know if this is not in fact a letter from Dr.
Kleinfeld and tell us what steps you are taking so that we may likewise take appropriate steps. Zabel We can
only imagine what shenanigans Mr. Singer was up to. But this does indeed reflect crushingly on Mr. Kleinfeld
- is this really the way the world works?
Chapter 2 : Elliott Management Corporation - Wikipedia
Paul Singer's hedge fund firm Elliott Management Corp raised more than $5 billion in about 24 hours this week, citing a
major potential investment opportunity at a time when Singer said financial.

Chapter 3 : Paul Singerâ€™s Latest Target: â€˜Certain Individualsâ€™ Who Shared His Letters - MoneyBe
Activist investor Paul Singer's Elliott Management on Monday revealed its latest target in the power and utilities space:
Sempra Energy. If that pairing sounds familiar, it should.

Chapter 4 : Paul Singer - Elliott Management - 13F Holdings, Performance, and AUM - Insider Monkey
Elliott Associates was founded by Paul Singer in , making it one as the oldest hedge funds under continuous
management. It, together with Elliott International, form the Elliott Management.

Chapter 5 : Paul Singer balks at $per-share Athenahealth bid
Activist investor Elliott Management has released a letter sent to its founder Paul Singer by the ousted chief executive of
US engineering group Arconic that it claims was a veiled attempt to.

Chapter 6 : Try FT for free | Financial Times
Paul Singer's Elliott Management may end up owning Athenahealth after all. The health care companies that would most
logically be interested in Athenahealth, including Cerner Corp. and.

Chapter 7 : Welcome | Elliott Management
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The Elliott Corporation was founded by Paul Singer, who also serves as CEO of the management company, based in
New York City. From inception, Elliott has generated for its investors a % net compound annual return, compared to %
for the S&P stock index, and now has more than US$ 34 billion in assets under management.

Chapter 8 : Subscribe to read | Financial Times
Elliott Management was founded in by Paul Elliott Singer, a lawyer by training who found he could use the court system
to great gain as an investor in bankruptcy situations and arbitrage.

Chapter 9 : Elliott Management Releases Klaus Kleinfeld's "Veiled Extortion" Letter | Zero Hedge
The letter to billionaire investor Paul Singer was unusual, to say the least. Stranger still was the accompanying gift: an
Adidas soccer ball. Klaus Kleinfeld's personal message -- full of.
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